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Using simple words and bright illustrations, author-illustrator Taro Gomi shows children that
sometimes knowledge can come from all kinds of friends.

..."an elemental story that will reach toddlers and preschoolers alike."About the AuthorTaro
Gomi lives in Japan and has illustrated more than 100 books for children, including Everyone
Poops , Bus Stops , and Spring Is Here .
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Karen A. Frantz-Fry, “Exactly what I wanted!. Birth-age 3 Children love it”

Barnabas H., “Great for teaching Spanish action verbs. I have been teaching Spanish to my
children and this is a very sweet book for littler ones and has been great for teaching action
verbs as well as other vocabulary. We have really enjoyed it and my 2yo often asks to read
"migos."”

stephanie, “cute book. my daughters teacher will be reading this throughout the entire school
year of kindergarten so I had to purchase it”

L. Bryant, “Fun and Cute. The illustrations are unique and fun, and the book is simple so it's
perfect for small children. I really enjoy the look at finding friends in nature, as my kids do this
often. The only thing I didn't like is the little boy pulling her hair in one of the illustrations at the
end - this isn't a friendly action and reminded me too much of the "that just means he likes you"
trope, so it gets four stars for that.”

A Clark, “A favorite. Hands down my favorite board book. This is a sweet story with wonderful
illustrations. Both of my little ones loved it from the time they were babies. I have given this book
as a gift to expectant mothers many times.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A very handful book for toddlers . My daughter she already likes this
books she was just 2 years old and now she is 3 years old and she now this book English and
Hungarian because when we reading I translate to herNow she know this beautiful book!Thank
you Taro Gomi!”

Karen Joan, “...With a Little Help from My Friends. My Friends by Taro Gomi is a beautifully
illustrated book about learning simple skills...with a little help from your friends. And in this story,
all creatures (from the tiniest ant to the teachers at school) are your friends. My daughter loves
this book, reciting page after page which friend teaches her what task. The overall message of
this book is that a child can learn something from everyone and everything.The artwork is
delightful: colorful, simple, and crisp. The language sounds lyrical, even poetic, as you read it
aloud. This book will capture the imagination of your child. Whenever we read it, my daughter
gives me different examples of who has taught her what. It is a great conversation starter!I
recommend this engaging book for all toddlers, beginning readers, or anyone who enjoys a
sweet story.”

Nathan T, “Definitely a keeper. Fun book. Cute artwork and a great message.”



Bongo McBongo, “Charming. A charming little book. My daughter is 16 months old and she
really likes it. It's unusual in that it is very simple and intended for a young audience (1 - 3 year
olds by my estimate), but still has a lot of pages. So many books for this age group have, like 4
or 5 pages and take about 10 seconds to read.  This one is longer, which is very nice.”

Francis Zielinski, “Five Stars. Excellent baby shower present.”

Maret Lisa Rehnby, “Another family favourite. Lovely pictures paired with charming repeated
structure. Read it to our first-born from birth, and have film footage of her reading it to her
newborn baby sister because she knew it by heart. Highly recommended as one of baby's first
books.”

LC, “Five Stars. My daughter loves it!”

The book by Taro Gomi has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 455 people have provided feedback.
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